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Abstract— Cloud computing log digital investigations relate to the investigation of a potential crime using the digital forensic evidence from a virtual machine (VM) host operating system using the hypervisor event logs. In cloud digital log forensics, work on the forensic reconstruction of evidence on VM hosts system is required, but with the heterogeneous complexity involved with an enterprise’s private cloud not to mention public cloud distributed environments, a possible Web Services-centric approach may be required for such log supported investigations. A data cloud log forensics service oriented architecture (SOA) audit framework for this type of forensic examination needs to allow for the reconstruction of transactions spanning multiple VM hosts, platforms and applications. This paper explores the requirements of a cloud log forensics SOA framework for performing effective digital investigation examinations in these abstract web services environments. This framework will be necessary in order to develop investigative and forensic auditing tools and techniques for use in cloud based log-centric SOAs.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Cloud Computing is the elastic on-demand provision of scalable virtualization technology services to end users of web-enabled logical domains [1].

Cloud forensics is an amalgamation of cloud computing and traditional digital forensics. Against this background, data cloud provisions are based on the use of service oriented architectures. By definition, service oriented architectures and web services facilitate the integration of enterprise applications between businesses and government organizations both within the physical, as well as the logical, domains of a data cloud. The cost of integration and enhanced flexibility is increased heterogenous complexity. As more organizations adopt cloud-enabled web services for increasingly sensitive, mission-critical data, the potential impact of breaches of Web services increases both for individuals and organizations.

Increasing impacts can result in a worsening of the risk environment for all parties. Cloud-based web services security and auditing is therefore an important concern. The services oriented architecture paradigm presents a number of significant challenges with respect to the auditing and monitoring of cloud-based transactions. The need to provide forensic auditing tools that can aid in the investigation of breaches of security, deliberate or accidental, in such abstract environments is obvious. Such techniques increase the possibility of detection and apprehension of criminal actors and aid in the assurance of the transaction process for all involved. An increased level of assurance of such logical systems should ease concerns with the utilization of web services technologies, thus opening opportunities for government, business and individuals in the near future.

This paper explains how cloud forensics can contribute to the security and assurance of cloud-enabled service oriented architectures, improving the confidence of vested stakeholders using these domains, and reducing the confidence of potential attackers that they may be anonymous and may go undetected. We discuss the challenges in cloud forensic investigations involving Web services, and suggests ways in which they may be overcome. Additionally, this work identifies the need for a cloud SOA framework for developing Web services that record enough potential evidence to support and complement a manual data centre investigation.

II. RELATED WORK – SERVICE ORIENTED ARCHITECTURE

Service oriented architecture (SOA) describes a paradigm for the development, deployment and use of online software systems working on the basis of a service provider publishing a description of the services it can provide, in a form of registry, which is queried by clients in order to discover and then dynamically invoke the desired services [4]. In this paper, we will use the abbreviation SOA both to refer to the paradigm and to specific systems implementing
it. This paper focuses on Web services, the best known examples of SOAs, in which the mechanism of publication, discovery and invocation is facilitated through the use of standard Web formats and protocols [15]. There are at least two participants in any SOA transaction – the cloud service provider and the cloud service requester. Both are software agents, representing different individuals or cloud organizations (or perhaps different sections of the same organization). A given cloud service requester may not know which cloud service provider has the desired service; it simply knows which service it requires, and interrogates the registries of known cloud service providers to find the service. The cloud service requester can then select its desired service and invoke it. Web services use standardized Internet technologies, such as XML, to implement a platform independent and interoperable SOA.

A Web service has an interface described in a machine-process format called the Web Service Description Language (WSDL). This WSDL interface defines the message formats, data types, transport protocols, and serialization formats that a Web service requester should use when it interacts with the Web service. It is, in essence an agreement not dissimilar to the contract programming model of agreed specifications of APIs, except it is machine processed and thus machine-enforceable [5]. In practice, many Web service clients are configured with pointers to the WSDL describing the services a company wishes to provide. The initial vision of the SOA community was that Web service requesters would obtain the WSDL for a Web service through querying the Web service provider’s Universal Description, Discovery and Integration (UDDI) registry [8]. Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) is used as the message format for messages between the Web service requester and the provider, consisting of formatted XML requests and XML responses. Through the use of these standard formats for the registry, the interface, and messages, any conforming software agent, no matter the language in which it was written or the platform for which it was written, can take the place of the provider or the requester.

III. COMPUTER FORENSICS

The term computer forensics describes the discovery, examination and analysis of digital evidence typically stored on or generated by a computer or computer system. Computer forensics is the investigation of situations where there is computer-based (digital) or electronic evidence of a crime or suspicious behavior [19]. Investigations of breaches of security or suspicious events in, or transaction auditing of SOAs, would employ digital evidence in an effort to reconstruct the events under investigation. The distributed nature of SOAs poses particular challenges to cloud forensic investigations, but the standards-driven nature of SOAs also provides an opportunity to address those challenges.

The challenges faced in forensic investigations of cloud based SOAs include challenges faced in the traditional digital forensic investigations of any distributed physical network system. In conventional computer forensic investigations of stand-alone computer systems, there is one primary source of digital evidence – the computer’s hard disk. In network forensics, there are a number of different potential sources of digital evidence. However, the technical difficulty and expense involved in recording large volumes of network data, coupled with the lack of economic incentive to collect such information, means that the wider variety of potential sources does not translate into a larger volume of digital evidence. In fact, most network forensic systems are highly ad hoc in nature, depending on network eavesdropping tools such as packet capture software to monitor key points in the network [13]. There are significant technical challenges in accurately reconstructing network traffic through analyzing the recordings of such eavesdropping tools even in ideal circumstances. Eavesdropping tools are also vulnerable to simple confusion techniques making it easy for an attacker to deliberately obfuscate their actions [3]. Regardless of the difficulty of undertaking forensic investigations in a distributed network environment, it is nevertheless desirable to have the capability.

IV. THE NEED FOR CLOUD FORENSICS

The relationship between forensics and overall system security is harder to see than the direct relationship seen between, for example, a firewall and network security. No security system is ideal and presents the suitable and important roles of forensics. Robust and accurate forensic techniques increase the likelihood both of detection of malfeasance and final attribution of the illicit actions to the perpetrator. There is no suggestion at present that the use of cloud-enabled web services provides a new set of actual criminal aims. It may, however, provide a new set of ways that criminal acts may be committed. The set of influences that may contribute to an adversary’s decision to act is complex. Once a target is defined for any attack, an adversary will require some set of capabilities and resources to undertake the attack [10]. The nature of the system itself and the security measures in place will, to a large extent, determine these requirements.

Simply having the capability and resources to act does not make the action inevitable. A combination of factors such as perceived benefit, level of potential punishment, and so on will come into play before any actor will take action. It may not necessarily follow that an adversary will perceive a system with a high degree of security measures in place as a higher risk target. Ideally, however, the aim is to make the system both difficult to attack and to increase the attacker’s perception of risk in attacking the system. Various studies of risk perceptions have identified the affect heuristic as a factor in determining the level of perceived risk for some action or event and this is no different for the cloud. If, the benefit is seen as low then the risk is perceived as higher and if risk is perceived as higher then benefit is perceived as lower [11]. Perceptions of likelihood of detection and consequent identification have also been identified as possible modifiers on the behavior of potential adversaries [10]. Therefore the role of digital forensics is to increase the perceived risk for an actor.
The ability to reconstruct some set of transactions allows for an increase in trust for all parties. Primarily, it allows for some reasonable expectation that disputes over transactions may be solved in something other than an arbitrary manner. Digital forensics provides a set of tools to produce information, which can, to some degree of accuracy, reconstruct the sequence of events involved in a transaction. This level of surety is obviously useful for civil dispute resolution. While the behavior of actors is complex and factors other than those discussed here will clearly come into play. The following section discusses the challenges faced in undertaking such investigations.

V. INVESTIGATIVE CHALLENGES IN CLOUD-ENABLED SERVICE ORIENTED ARCHITECTURES

Given the documented difficulties facing forensic investigations of traditional physical networks, it seems desirable to avoid similar difficulties in forensic investigations of cloud-based network SOAs. A greater commonality of interest exists between a cloud service requester and a cloud service provider in an SOA transaction than exists in a generic network transaction. This commonality of interest should make it easier for both parties to work together to introduce forensic systems which will allow them to improve security in service oriented architectures. The major issue facing forensic investigations of network systems is the lack of relevant evidence collected for the specific purpose of such an investigation. The collection of forensic data in cloud-based networks is, for the most part, an ad hoc process, dependent on the likes of firewall logs, intrusion detection system logs, network eavesdropper logs, and so on. The scope of data collected from such sources is too narrow for many purposes [13].

However, in SOAs, all major stakeholders have an interest in facilitating the post hoc forensic investigation and audit of SOA transactions. There are, nevertheless, a number of challenges which confront both the collection of adequate digital evidence to facilitate post hoc investigation and the actual post hoc forensic investigation of SOA transactions. These challenges originate from either social or technical considerations. Challenges to the actual forensic investigation are mostly technical in nature. Challenges to developing the ability to collect adequate data to conduct such an investigation can be both technical and social.

VI. TECHNICAL CHALLENGES

Web services are platform independent, which is to say that they are completely interoperable irrespective of the network configuration, hardware and software employed by the cloud provider and cloud requester. It is this platform independence which poses the most obvious technical challenge to a forensic investigation. Each platform involved will require a particular set of tools and techniques to be used in evidence recovery. This will be especially true of any data collected by a VM host operating system or runtime environment specific tool, such as hypervisor system logs, or by a network monitoring tool specific to a certain network configuration, such as firewall logs. Each platform has its own inherent issues, which can further complicate matters for a forensic investigator. For example, the amount of detail in hypervisor system event logs on say a Windows Azure system is highly dependent on the auditing configuration of the Windows VM host involved, and the procedure is different altogether on Unix-like VM host systems like say Xen Citrix. Difficulties for forensic investigations dependent on the general logging and audit tools provided for particular operating systems or platform are likely to persist while Web services transactions take place between disparate VM hosts, VM configurations and platforms.

Likewise, the disparity between the information found from the firewall logs, IDS logs, and other sensor logs of two different cloud networks is unlikely to be resolved while forensic investigations of Web services are dependent on this sort of generic network sensor information. Cloud forensic systems dependent on eavesdropping tools face a number of difficulties, and are vulnerable to deliberate confusion techniques by attackers with obvious interest in obscuring their actions. A forensic data collection system dependent on traffic interception must be sufficiently “sensitive”, which is to say that it receives all messages exchanged between the service provider and requester. It must also be “selective”, meaning it rejects spurious data which can make it difficult for investigators to recognize data relevant to the cloud investigation. Whilst sensitivity is a well-understood requirement, selectivity of traffic sensors in network forensics is often misunderstood and thought to be easily achieved through only a token evaluation of traffic metadata [3]. The sheer quantity of data collected in traditional forensic investigations has been recognized as a challenge which confronts researchers and investigators alike, and becomes exacerbated when migrated to the cloud domain. Excessive volumes of data can make the search for relevant digital evidence somewhat like searching for a needle in a haystack. Solutions to massive datasets in stand-alone computer forensics include data mining [2] and our own work in VM automated profiling to help narrow the field of search [6, 7], but it seems that by focusing on traffic sensor selectivity, this problem could be largely avoided and, or significantly reduced in a cloud SOA forensic investigations. Web services are generally stateless from one invocation to the next [17], meaning that it may not always be necessary for SOAP traffic monitoring systems to attempt to keep a record of the state of a Web service provider. In the case of certain complex Web services, however, it may still be necessary to track the state of each invocation.

The technical standards which specify the Web services architecture themselves pose a challenge to the introduction of forensic data collection into a Web services environment. Within the standards, which apply to Web services, there is a lack of consideration for the collection and storage of digital evidence for the purposes of post hoc investigation or auditing. The cloud infrastructure storage of raw network data is impractical due to the high volume of data which would be recorded. The high storage capacity requirements of raw network data would introduce excessive expense, or
longevity concerns, due to the need to overwrite old data to conserve space [13]. Storing higher-level data would reduce the required storage capacity, thereby allowing the record of a longer time period to be maintained. Given the standardized nature of the technologies employed in Web services, it should be possible to collect a narrower set of data rather than simply collecting all network data. As an example, SOAP requests for service invocation and the Web service’s SOAP response could be stored, providing investigators with the cloud requester’s input and the service’s output. This would allow investigators to reconstruct the SOA transaction. The solutions to the range of technical challenges described in this section are tractable. The adopted cloud SOA is not a purely technical system however; social influences will play their part. In the next section, we briefly discuss possible social challenges that may need to be considered.

VII. SOCIAL CHALLENGES

For the purposes of this paper, we consider social challenges to be problems that arise not from a direct technical difficulty but from the parties involved in the use or development of the cloud SOA. One considers social problems to be those where a technical solution may exist or be capable of development but there is resistance to such development or deployment. The possible ways in which social challenges may present themselves are many and is the subject of an independent paper. Some possible considerations are outlined. One difficulty in deciding on how to approach the problem of making provision for cloud forensic investigation in SOAs is the difficulty in defining exactly what it is they will do. By their very nature SOAs form webs of cloud applications which can be put together in an ad hoc, as needed basis. Therefore deciding in advance exactly what information is involved in an exchange is almost impossible. The unknown nature of the exact cloud VM transactions makes it difficult to decide what may be safe to store or not store or indeed what may be required to reconstruct the transaction. It is therefore difficult to answer privacy and confidentiality concerns before the actual transaction takes place. A company, for example, may wish their use of a certain service to remain confidential. The requirement of a cloud forensic investigation that actions may be able to be assigned to a fixed party then may become problematic. A challenge then is to balance the competing needs of cloud forensic investigations and concerns of the parties involved in the cloud transactions. For the developers themselves social problems exist. Security measures in general have been considered to be an impediment to development of product. Add to this, the possibility that extra resources may be required to fulfill the requirement, and cloud forensics may then become a source of weakening the business case for the use of SOAs in the first place. In concert with these factors, developers may be over-confident in their ability to produce a completely secure cloud system, reducing impetus to facilitate investigation. For example, Oracle’s declaration of an “unbreakable” system that have proven to be optimistic [12]. It is difficult to conceive of a system so secure that there exists no possibility of a breach, and where that possibility exists then so does the requirement for investigation.

Finally, there is a potential for conflict between cloud requesters and cloud providers of Web services. The use to which information can be put is a topic of growing concern. The need that different parties see for forensic information may differ and could require different kinds of information. This has the potential to cause conflict between what the parties are willing to provide and what is necessary to provide. Therefore any definition of information requirements must have a means for conflict resolution. This section has outlined potential social impediments to implementing a comprehensive system for carrying out cloud forensic examinations in SOAs. Next, we define what the likely requirements for a cloud SOA framework.

VIII. REQUIREMENTS FOR A CLOUD BASED SOA FRAMEWORK

The standards-driven nature of Web services in particular, and service oriented architectures generally, provides an opportunity to incorporate forensic data collection standards as an intrinsic part of cloud SOAs. Providing for forensic data collection in a standardized form has benefits for a cloud investigation. These benefits include greater efficiency through similarity in the process of discovering digital evidence, and greater confidence in the quality of that digital evidence. One therefore proposes that a framework to support forensic investigations be incorporated into the standards that govern cloud SOAs. Standardizing forensic data collection in cloud SOAs would address the challenges discussed earlier through the process of establishing an industry standard, and by providing a mechanism for the parties in a cloud SOA transaction to negotiate what information would be recorded. The process of expanding existing SOA standards or writing new ones to accommodate cloud forensic data collection would necessitate enumerating the concerns of legitimate cloud SOA participants. These concerns could be evaluated from the perspectives of all involved parties, and a middle ground could be determined which was in the common interest.

Such a standard could also incorporate a “handshaking” stage, at which both the cloud service requester and the cloud service provider would agree to the amount of information stored about a service invocation. If the parties could not agree on a required level of identifying information the invocation request could be rejected. The introduction of such a stage would mean that both parties had to find a mutually agreeable level of information which could be recorded about the transaction before that transaction took place. If cloud forensic data collection were to become part of the standards-mandated framework for SOAs, any potential competitive disadvantage to conducting such data collection would be eliminated. While building the capacity to collect cloud forensic data about SOA transactions remains optional, providers who choose not to implement such measures may enjoy a competitive advantage, especially in time-to-market terms. Such an advantage is gained at the expense of the overall security
posture of the system, which could have repercussions for the service provider’s clients. Without the capacity for forensic data collection being included in an accepted standard, a potential customer has no capacity to build confidence in the security of a given service.

The incorporation of forensic data collection systems into SOA standards would level the playing field between all service providers. A forensic data collection system for SOAs must include a sensor and a log for the monitoring and storage of messages. As investigations into SOAs will primarily concern higher-level application logic (e.g. the details of a service invocation) rather than lower-level network traffic, every piece of network traffic need not be monitored and recorded. It may be desirable to allow configuration as to which messages are logged, in-line with privacy or other concerns. The sensor must be placed logically within the SOA to intercept incoming SOAP messages prior to their processing, as well as outgoing SOAP messages. The sensor should not process message payloads; it should merely record them in the log. Many attacks on SOAs consist of messages with payloads containing attack code, or which are over-sized and take an excessively long period of time to parse. For example, Web services are vulnerable to attacks which cause a denial of service by providing well-formed XML documents to a service which are oversized or contain excessive nesting of elements [14]. Yu categorizes just fewer than 60% of attacks against Web services and applications as “input manipulation” attacks, which prey on processing an attacker’s input [16].

In order to avoid the forensic data collection system failing to record or even being brought down by the very sorts of attacks it is supposed to help investigate; its sensor must record messages in its hypervisor logs prior to any processing of the message’s content. A framework to support the post incident forensic investigation of service oriented architectures can be established through the incorporation of cloud forensic log data collection into SOA standards. Such a framework needs to ensure that such a forensic data collection system provides continuous service even during attacks on the SOA. It can provide a mechanism for the parties involved in an SOA cloud transaction to negotiate about the level of information to be stored about the transaction. A standardized framework would make forensic investigations more efficient, and raise consumer confidence in SOA security. We propose the adoption of a standards-driven framework for data collection to facilitate cloud forensic investigations of SOAs. In the next section, we propose a strawman cloud audit approach for such a framework.

IX. CLOUD FORENSIC AUDIT FRAMEWORK

We adopt from [1] that a cloud forensic auditor is a party that can perform an independent forensic examination of cloud service controls with the intent to express a legal opinion. Forensic audits are performed to verify conformance to standards through review of objective evidence. A cloud forensic auditor can evaluate the services provided by a cloud service provider in terms of security controls, privacy impact, performance, etc. The audit will include interactions between the cloud customer and the cloud service.

Forensic capabilities and segregation of duties between cloud actors in delivering these capabilities, to facilitate both internal and external cloud investigations, need to be reflected into auditable regulatory or contractual language. Currently, this is still missing from the literature. A key set of terms for service level agreements have been identified and recommended by Ruan et al. [19].

As a basis of understanding for the SLAs that the auditor could provide, lets evaluate the relationship between the cloud consumer, the cloud service provider (sometimes seen as the cloud carrier based on the jurisdiction). As matter of distinction, however, the cloud carrier acts as that intermediary that provides connectivity and transport of cloud services between the cloud customers and providers, where such services are enabled through network, telecommunication, and other access devices. Typically, the cloud provider arranges for two unique SLAs, one with a cloud carrier (e.g. SLA2) and one with a cloud requester/consumer (e.g. SLA1). A cloud provider may request dedicated and encrypted connections to ensure the cloud services are consumed at a consistent level according to the contractual obligations with the cloud consumers. In this case, the provider may specify its requirements on capability, flexibility and functionality in SLA2 in order to provide essential requirements in SLA1.

In the ideal case, carriers are not likely to be involved with the cloud forensic investigation. However, they can play a useful role in providing pre-investigative and supportive capabilities, such as evidence transport, claim of custody, and inter-cloud forensic capabilities.

As basis of understanding the system components for delivering the cloud services mentioned, lets take a look at the NIST cloud stack architecture [1] (figure 1). The generic stack diagram (figure 1) shows a grouping of three types of system components for delivering cloud, i.e. Physical Resource Layer, a Resource abstraction layer, and a Service Layer. Similar to the traditional computer systems stack, a list of forensic artifacts and its order of volatility need to be identified and specified for the cloud system stack. The following few paragraphs describe these stack layers.

The physical resource layer includes hardware computing resources such as computers (CPU and memory), networks (routers, firewalls, switches, network links and interfaces, such as heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC), power, communications, and other aspects of the physical data centre environment. A forensic artifact for the hardware layer includes hard disk, network logs, router logs, etc. This layer also includes data centre artifacts such as access records, facility logs, activity logs, interior and exterior camera footage, biometric records, visitor records, organization charts, contact information etc.

The resource abstraction and control layer contains the system components that cloud providers use to provide and manage access to the physical computing resources through the software abstraction. Resource abstraction components typically include software elements, such as virtual
machines, hypervisors, virtual storage data, and other resource usage abstractions. Forensic artifacts in this layer include hypervisor event logs, virtual images, etc.

The service layer is the layer where the cloud provider defines interfaces for cloud consumers to access computing services. Access interfaces for each of the three service models are provided at this layer. The service layer is where the segregation of duties between the provider and the consumer comes in, and the segregation is where the interface is. Forensic artifacts that reside from the service interface above can be collected by the consumer. Forensic artifacts that reside from the service interface below (including the Resource Abstraction and Control layer and Physical Resource layer) need to be collected by the provider. Ideally a set of standardized forensic interfaces need to be defined and integrated into different service layers corresponding to forensic capabilities required by both consumer and provider.

The IAAS interface layer can also be described as the OS (Operating System) as this layer accesses operating systems and drivers, and is hidden from SAAS and PAAS consumers. An IAAS cloud allows one or more OS’s to run virtualized on a single physical host. Generally consumer, have broad freedom to choose which OS to be hosted among all the OS’s that could be supported by the cloud provider. The IAAS consumers should assume full responsibility for the guest OS, while the IAAS provider issues responsibility for the host OS [1]. Forensic artifacts on this layer are similar to artifacts in virtual OSe.

The PaaS can also be called the Middleware Layer, as this layer provides software building blocks (e.g. libraries, databases, Java Virtual Machine) for developing application software within the cloud. The middleware is used by PAAS consumers, and is installed, managed and maintained by IAAS consumers, or PAAS providers, and hidden from SAAS consumers. Forensic artifacts on this layer are similar to artifacts in traditional (integrated) development environments, which include source code, performance logs, debugging logs, access logs, account information etc.

The SAAS layer can also be called the Application layer, as this layer includes software applications targeted at end users or programs. The programs are used by SAAS consumers, or they installed, managed and maintained by PAAS consumers, IAAS consumers or PAAS providers. Forensic artifacts on this layer are similar to artifacts in traditional software applications, e.g. application logs, authentication and authorization logs, account information, etc. The only difference is that the software is hosted remotely from the consumer via the browser (or via other thin or thick clients) thus thin/thick client forensic data collection will play a major role in forensic data collection on this layer from the consumer side.

Based on the discussion above, researchers argue that forensic acquisition within the cloud has to resort to a hybrid approach remote, live, virtual, network, thin client, thick client, and large scale acquisition due to the nature of the artifacts in the cloud environments. A list of proactive forensic artifacts needs to be identified across the cloud system stack to ensure forensic readiness. The identification of pro-active artifacts must evolve closely with the development of cloud solutions. Equally, a list of reactive artifacts also needs to be identified with the order of volatility for post incident forensic evidence collection. On the latter point, the authors have contributed to development of artifact repositories that profile the abstraction layer activities [6,7] using the hypervisor event logs. However, a lot more still needs to be done across all the layers. Arguably some of the eDiscovery methodologies can be borrowed in identifying and collecting reactive forensic artifacts, such as creating data maps [18] for these artifacts.

Formally as a part of collecting these forensic artifacts, an understanding of the type of cloud interactions that exist becomes relevant. There are various ways for cloud actors to interact in cloud investigations. There are three major organizational scenarios for a cloud investigation based on the analysis of the forensic implications of the three main usage scenarios described Liu et.al. [1]. The interaction scenarios are detailed views of the organizational dimension described by Ruan et.al. [19] and are analyzed under the aspects of SLAs, internal and external investigations, and forensic artifacts. In scenario 1 below depicted by Figure 2, the simplest scenario for cloud actors’ interaction is provided.
In a service offering there is a single relation between the cloud consumer and the cloud provider, where the cloud provider may or may not provide services via a cloud carrier. The consumer signs an SLA (SLA1) with the provider. The provider signs a separate SLA (SLA2) with the carrier when the relation between carrier and the provider exist. A cloud auditor may be involved to audit SLA(s). Forensic segregation of duties, requirements and implementations need to be defined and audited through the SLA(s). An internal investigation exists when the consumer and the provider shared systems. An external investigation is initiated by law enforcement towards the consumer, provider or shared system used by both parties. Provider or consumer may resort to external assistance in enhancing forensic capabilities in facing in internal or external investigations. Forensic artifacts are scattered between the consumer and producer systems.

In scenario 2 (figure 3 below), the cloud broker is acting as a cloud provider to the cloud consumer. The consumer signs an SLA A with the broker. The broker signs a range of SLAs (SLA B1, SLA B2, SLA B3 and so on) with multiple providers, and may sign a separate SLA, C, with a cloud carrier when services are delivered through the carrier.

The actual provider(s) is invisible to the cloud consumer. A cloud auditor may be involved to audit SLAs. Forensic segregation of duties, requirements and implementations need to be defined and audited through the SLA(s). An internal investigation happens within the shared cloud environment among cloud consumer, broker and provider(s). Forensic artifacts are scattered across consumer, provider and broker systems.

In a third scenario (figure 4), there is a linear chain of dependencies between cloud entities. One cloud consumer uses service(s) from a cloud provider, which uses services from a third party cloud provider. This is similar to scenario 1. Each pair of service relation between the two cloud entities is defined via a SLA (e.g. SLA A1, SLA A2,...). In cases where the services are delivered through a cloud carrier, separate SLAs (e.g. SLA B1, SLA B2, SLA B3) are specified between the cloud entity and the cloud carrier. A cloud auditor might be involved to audit the SLAs among entities, in which case forensic requirements and performances should be audited and evaluated. An internal investigation happens within the cloud system shared among the chain of cloud entities that may affect the whole chain of cloud entities later on in the investigative process. Any pair of cloud entities on the two sides of the SLA may resort to external assistance in enhancing forensic capabilities in both the internal and external investigations, which should be specified within the SLA. Forensic artifacts are scattered throughout the chain of the cloud entities in the shared environments. Segregation of duties between each pair of cloud entities is similar to scenario 1 explained earlier.

In general the cloud audit interaction scenarios described under this proposed framework arguably suggest that there are clearly different forensic outcomes that are possible. We also believe that this view is compounded given the different cloud deployment models now used by cloud providers and consumers, namely: public clouds, private clouds, community clouds, and hybrid clouds. Given the relevance to the proposed SOA framework, we take a brief look at there technical, organizational and legal dimensional relevance for the cloud auditor. In the case of the public cloud, the infrastructure and the computing resources are made available to the general public over a public network. In this case, cloud consumers are often small enterprises or personal users who have minimum or no forensic capabilities, or large enterprise or government agencies.
seeking cheap deployment of non-mission critical services. Technically, this deployment allows for easy registration and anonymous usage that could be exploited by malicious insiders. As such providers need to provide service provisions that deliver strong capabilities in evidence segregation in elastic multi-tenant environment and evidence acquisition with the proliferation multiple client end points. The provider must manage control of organizational service policy, and, legally, multiple jurisdictional SLAs are a standard with little or any room for any customization.

[Figure 4. Cloud Actors Interaction Scenario 3.]

In the event where the public cloud deployment is internal to the organization, the cloud consumers will have a certain level of internal security/forensic implementations, thus migrating to the cloud can result in an upgrade in security/forensic implementations from the consumer side. An extra layer of authorization/access control can be added through the enterprise network. Organizationally, the consumer will have some responsibility on policy and procedures on forensic implementations. Legally the consumer in this case can decide where his/her data resides as form of jurisdictional control via the SLA.

A private cloud setup, on the other hand, gives a single cloud consumer’s organization the exclusive access to and usage of infrastructure and computational resources. It is likely to be managed by either the cloud consumer organization or by a third party. It may be hosted on site on the organization’s premises or it may be hosted off site to the outsourced third party provider. In the case of the internal setup, the consumers will encourage a high level of internal security and forensic implementation before cloud migration is done. From an organizational standpoint, collaborative efforts need to be made by forensic teams from both the consumer and provider side to deliver strong forensic capabilities. Legally, data reside on premise, therefore evidence will be in the same jurisdiction as the customers.

Outsourced private clouds are normally cheaper than onsite private clouds as maintenance is off premises. The legal implications in a private cloud are that data can be in multiple jurisdictions, which makes SLA for case evidence difficult.

Community clouds serve as a group of consumers who have shared concerns such as mission objectives, security, privacy, and compliance policy, rather serving a single organization as a private cloud does, e.g. IBM’s Federal Community Cloud (FCC) serves federal organizations. Similar to private clouds, community clouds can be managed and maintained by third parties and deployed on premises or off premises. For an onsite community cloud, resources are managed by a single host or by multiple host organizations with a joint effort. Evidence segregation is needed among multiple tenant organizations using the same community cloud. Legally, evidence can be situated in multiple jurisdictions, when hosting and tenant organizations are geographically remote. In the case of the outsourced community cloud, multiple organizations share a private cloud hosted a cloud provider and consumers access the host remotely. Technically, support is provided by the private cloud host and the tenant organizations. Organizationally, policies are shared among provider and consumer organizations.

A hybrid cloud is a composition of two (2) or more cloud deployment models (on site/off site, private, community or public clouds) that remain distinct entities but are bound together by standardized or proprietary technology that enables data and application portability [18]. Security and forensic SLAs are extremely complex, and are subject of independent review.

Over time, the thoughts are to have a unified cloud audit framework model of multiple cloud platforms. In essence, the views presented for the cloud SOA are just initial musings. However, the guiding principles for building such a service would fall in line with this strawman approach for a cloud SOA audit framework.

X. CONCLUSION

This paper discussed the value of facilitating post incident cloud forensic investigations of service oriented architectures. The challenges are technical, organizational, legal and social – all of which hold back the integration of cloud data collection mechanisms to facilitate such investigations. Based on a preliminary analysis of the cloud reference architecture, the considerations presented are important for better integration of the missing considerations of forensic capabilities within a cloud forensic service oriented audit framework standardization process.
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